
Vacancy/Partnership in

Humanities Start-Up

Are you interested in shaking up the market for philosophical training and coaching? The mission 
of this venture is to provide humanities/philosophy-inspired services to small and medium-sized 
enterprises in the German-speaking market. To reach this goal, I am currently looking for content 
producers (who also may become partners) to develop a prototype-training for a first, yet-to-be- 
found client. Your current place of residence can be anywhere in the EU—we work 100% remote. 
The venture is currently participating in RU Groningen’s business accelerator VentureLab. 

You are
• … a master student or PhD candidate (or have just completed any of these phases); also late-Bachelor 

students are encouraged to reach out
• … well up on humanities, social sciences, anthropology, religious studies, psychology, adult education, 

philosophy or ethics (a background in philosophy is not a requirement)
• … experienced (or curious) about teaching others about your discipline
• … comfortable to write and speak German and English in a professional environment (Dutch is not a 

requirement)
• … willing to spend around one day per week to launch a new business—without (initially) being paid for it
• … at a disadvantage in today’s society; then you are especially encouraged to reach out

Your role is
• … to co-develop an ethics training for businesses tailored to the client’s needs
• … to co-conduct philosophical trainings/workshops for the client’s employees
• … to try out teaching concepts that are new, and haven’t been tested yet
• … to write philosophical texts on behalf of the client

You enjoy
• … working self-organized, without receiving a grade, and without a boss
• … being creative, and to create change (rather than enjoying the comfort of the status quo)
• … reflecting on things and humans around you
• … failing, and learning from failures
• … when a theory does not have to be perfectly thought through
• … having conversations with people you have not met before
• … giving talks in front of a small audience (or even in public?)
• … thinking interdisciplinary, and linking your academic background

to the client’s business and philosophical contexts

Reach out to:      Robert Seidel, Berlin / Groningen, r.seidel@student.rug.nl


